ABSTRACT: This article aims to study of the use Associative (Semantic) networks in the course of Knowledge representation that is taught at the University of Ostrava. In the course was created logic puzzles of type Zebra from simple to more complex levels (Einstein's problems). Associative networks have been used to solve logic puzzles.
In a Psychology Dictionary the logical thinking is defined as a developmentally higher form of thinking which is based on correct reasoning according to the laws of formal logic. Foreign Words Dictionary defines formal logic as learning about laws and rules needed for obtaining truthful conclusions while reasoning. Aristotle is considered its founder.
Practical perspective
Today's science and education system require to solve problems flexibly, quickly, and accurately, according to given rules of procedures. The ones who are not able to do so tend to have problems during their studies as well as in many ways within their practical life. This implies that it is useful to develop logical thinking. Methods for developing logical thinking include logic puzzles and logic tasks.
LOGIC TASK
Logic task is a task the solution of which can be obtained using rational (logical) reasoning applying elementary language skills, mathematics skills and knowledge. Logical reasoning means finding a suitable solution for an algorithm or applying a given algorithm to join or combine given elements. This reasoning also means searching for the best possible options.
Logic in the so called logical reasoning means a particular process of thinking, ability to think or infer correctly, which means to draw conclusions from given knowledge or ideas. However, not every method (procedure) of reasoning necessarily needs to be logically correct: one can get from true assumptions to false conclusions. Logical reasoning is considered such reasoning which leads from true assumptions to true conclusions. In logic tasks a true conclusion is considered such solution which arises from a task assignment, respects all conditions and does not contradict any of the elements of such assignment. [1] There is still one point to be added and it is that solution of true logic tasks can be deduced by sequence of successive steps of thoughts where one step is based on a second one. The solution can be reached via an algorithm which is either given in advance or needs to be compiled by the solver. These tasks concern, in particular, searching for and analyzing arrangement of elements [5] , searching for relations (connections) among particular elements, searching for a system which includes elements of assignment.
Nevertheless, the broad category of logic tasks also includes tasks the solutions of which cannot be deduced using the above mentioned method. It includes various searching tasks, tasks based on attention, combined logical-and-knowledge tasks, etc.
3 LOGIC TASK OF THE ZEBRA TYPE Logic tasks of ZEBRA type are well-known particularly from the field of recreational mathematics. They are generally classified as difficult tasks. An obvious reason of "difficulty "is a difficult communicability of individual steps of the logic procedure and a considerable degree of abstraction. However, solving this task type can be approached from the perspective of different strategies. By applying basics of structural and graphical methods in order to achieve solution, tasks become accessible not only for gifted students. [4] Individual steps are easier to be communicated and can be discussed. However there still remains some space for own personal presentations of students. This article deals with solutions for tasks of the ZEBRA type in more detail. Besides the intuitive problem-solving approach the attention is also paid to both the structural approach (solving tasks using a system of tables with logical relationships) and graphical approach (solving tasks using a a node graph).
ASSOCIATIVE NETWORK
Associative networks which are based on a graph representation of knowledge can be considered a tool for solving logic tasks. Associative networks, also well-known as semantic networks, are suitable as a tool for representing relationships (connections) among individual elements in the assignment.
The first mention of associative networks can be found in 1968 when they were designed as a model for human associative memory and have still been used to solve various tasks and problems; they have also been transferred to computer science. [4] Logics [2] and semantic networks have a different formalism to represent knowledge. Several authors demonstrate that simple semantic networks may be expanded in the way that they, for example, are enhanced by an expressive power of the predicate logic. It means that the knowledge representation is based, equally as predicate logic, on atoms representing basic network statement by means of appropriately selected predicates. These statements are of vector nature (<subject><predicate/bearing a property><object>). See Figure 1 . Semantic network is an enhanced oriented graph consisting of nodes and edges. Each node represents an object (individuum) and each edge represents a relationship between two objects. Relationships between statements are of our interest because they provide basic structure for organized knowledge.
In associative networks the relationships can be well expressed by a set of inclusion and affiliation in a set; both the unique and general concepts can be represented here. Relationships of a set of inclusion and affiliation to a class enable to represent a taxonomic (hierarchical) arrangement of objects effectively. Thus deriving by specialization or by generalization can be carried out straightforwardly. As for specialization the information in taxonomy is transformed from general types to the specialized ones; as for generalization it is the contrary. Within one semantic network knowledge can be associated from many different perspectives. [3] Semantic (associative) network is an enhanced oriented graph consisting of nodes, enhanced by terms, and of edges, enhanced by binary predicate symbols where the edges join some pairs of nodes.
Language of associative networks disposes of the following types of symbols: . Atom of an associative network is formed by a vector consisting of two nodes, the signalling of which are the terms, and one connecting edge, the signalling of which is a predicate symbol. The associative network is formed by a set (not necessarily) of mutually interconnected atomic vectors.
EXAMPLES OF LOGIC TASKS

Task 1
Each of four sisters plays a different musical instrument and speaks different language. Mirka Europe. 9. Falcon is the fastest animal. 10. The animal that eats the ungulates is slower than the animal that belongs to the birds of prey. 11. The animal that belongs to the beasts of prey is slower than the animal that hunts small birds. 12. The animal that eats leaves of a variety of leafy greens lives in South America. 13. Swordfish belongs to the order of Perciformes 14. The animal that eats small ungulates is slower than the animal that lives in Iceland. 15. Falcon is faster than a mammal. Who eats smaller fish? During the last decade, we changing teaching methods at university [3] and changing approaches to in course. Tasks were tested in the course Knowledge Representation, where students were divided into two groups. Students solved simple and complicated logical task. The first group A used in solving the associative network and the second group B solved by any other method (most used  table) . From the observation, we found that 41% of students succeeded in solving simple problems (puzzles) and group B was faster than group A. In the case of more complex puzzles succeeded 47% of the students where group A was much faster than group B. In solving complex logic puzzles the success rate was greater than simple tasks and for the reason that students understand the principle solution.
The study of our group, we can observe the following conclusions:
-Simple logical tasks should be solved with the table. -For more complex logical problems is preferable to use an associative network.
CONCLUSION
Semantic networks can be easily expanded and transformed into a set of formulas of first-order logic and vice versa. However, the networks have two significant advantages, which make them the representatives in some applications (for instance understanding of natural languages). These two advantages include: very simple expression of the model, very readable representation which enables its easy visualization of derivation steps [6] . Use and application of semantic networks is wide, from computer science via mathematics up to representation of a natural language. The first task graphically demonstrates the use of a semantic network as a tool to solve an easy logic puzzle and the second task belongs to the Einstein types of tasks. Einstein is thought to create this original puzzle in the 19th century. He claimed that 98 % of people all over the world is unable to solve it although there is no trick in the task, just logic. Even you can try and find out whether you belong to those 2 % of the most intelligent people all over the world and what time you would need to handle the task! About 60 minutes is considered standard solution time but using the semantic network you can manage to complete the puzzle task even in 10 minutes.
